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At the end of the day,  i t  al l  boi ls down to the user experience. Keeping that in mind, 
Freedomtech Solutions, as your dedicated advisor, is fully committed to supporting you in planning, 
designing, and managing your journey towards implementing and deploying new technology 
stacks. With a strong track record of delivering successful outcomes for clients, we have the expertise 
to assist you with custom projects to ensure optimal business results.

End-to-End Service offerings to our customers

DEsign, Build and implement your vision!

Professional Services: Freedomtech provides comprehensive professional services to help understand
your technical requirements. We are responsible for assisting organisations in the design, build, and 
management of their technology stack. 
Hardware Procurement: We offer support during the hardware vendor procurement cycles. With our 
expertise, we can source hardware and software at the most advantageous prices. Additionally, our 
Freedomtech innovation lab ensures hardware interoperability for optimal technical outcomes.

Data Centre Services: With our extensive knowledge of Data Centre engagement models and partnerships 
with over 30 data centres worldwide, we can simplify contract negotiations for our customers. 
Freedomtech's infrastructure is located in more than 30 data centres across the US, Europe, and Asia.

Bare Metal Servers: Our team has vast experience in providing Bare Metal servers for applications that 
require dedicated compute and resources. Our servers are strategically located in major cities across 
the US, Europe, and Asia.
Hardware Delivery: Our customs team handles the delivery of preconfigured hardware to any location 
globally. We take care of all paperwork and customs clearance, ensuring a smooth process.

 

 
Infrastructure Implementation and Management: We provide internet connectivity and cross connects
upon installation of hardware into the rack, ensuring seamless service delivery. Our help desk, operating 
24/7/365, ensures efficient post-management of the infrastructure.

Global Smart Hands: With engineering resources spanning the globe in over 35 locations, our smarthands
team is available to assist with hardware installation, operating system management, and network
con�gurations. We o�er some of the best service level agreements (SLAs) in the industry.  

Subnet Assignment: Freedomtech manages over 100K IP addresses for our global customers. Whether 
leasing or purchasing, organisations can rely on us for full geo-location, RPKI, and LOA services as part 
of the overall package.

To learn more about our services, please contact our sales team at sales@freedomtech.solutions.

Unlock the potential of digital transformation with Freedomtech Solutions.


